The weak trust model in Border Gateway Protocol (BGP) introduces severe vulnerabilities for Internet routing including active malicious attacks and unintended misconfigurations. Although various secure BGP solutions have been proposed, they share similar weaknesses such as high complexity of security enforcement and incapability of data-plane attack prevention. We propose TBGP, a trusted BGP scheme aiming to achieve high authenticity of Internet routing with a simple and lightweight attestation mechanism. TBGP introduces a set of route update and withdrawal rules that, if correctly enforced by each router, can guarantee the authenticity and integrity of route information that is announced to other routers in the Internet. Through this, TBGP builds a transitive trust relationship among all routers on a routing path. We implement a prototype of TBGP to investigate its practicality. In our implementation, we use identity-based signature (IBS) and trusted computing (TC) techniques to further reduce the complexity of security operations. The performance study show that TBGP can achieve significantly better convergence performance and lower computation overhead than existing secure BGP solutions.
INTRODUCTION
The Border Gateway Protocol (BGP) is the only widely deployed inter-domain routing protocol connecting different IP networks or autonomous systems (ASes) to construct the whole Internet [24] . In ordinary BGP, every AS announces its route information with Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, to republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. ASIACCS '11, March 22-24, 2011 , Hong Kong, China. Copyright 2011 ACM 978-1-4503-0564-8/11/03 ...$10.00. different prefixes. However, its neighboring ASes cannot validate this route information, but rather directly propagate it across the Internet. Obviously, this weak trust model allows forged route announcement propagations, which is a fundamental security weakness of BGP. Forged routes, which can be generated by configuration errors or malicious attacks, can cause large-scale network connectivity problems. For instance, on Feb. 24th, 2008, Pakistan Telecom (AS17557) started an unauthorized announcement of the prefix 208.65.153.0/24. One of Pakistan Telecom's upstream providers, PCCW Global (AS3491) forwarded this announcement to the rest of the Internet, resulting in the hijacking of YouTube traffic on a global scale [6] . The situation could be worse if forged routes are generated by remote attacks [10] .
In order to effectively eliminate false announcements and improve the security of BGP, several security-enhanced BGP solutions have been proposed. They generally can be classified into two categories: cryptography-based prevention [21, 31, 30, 8, 18] , and anomaly detection [28, 13, 19] . Cryptographic approaches, such as SBGP [21] and SoBGP [31] , use a centralized routing registration authority and public key infrastructure (PKI) to ensure the authentication of routing announcements, These solutions are not sufficient to prevent data-plane attacks, where an AS can announce a route not adopted by itself [12] . Moreover, they usually consume a significant amount of extra router resources including computation and storage, and exacerbate the routing convergence performance. It is obvious that pure cryptography-based solutions are not costefficient to defend against routing attacks, and this impedes their deployment on the Internet. On the other hand, anomaly detection approaches aim to discover underlying hijacks in BGP announcements, e.g., by comparing BGP announcements with out-of-band information and querying third-party routing services [13] . However, most of the anomaly detection solutions raise false positives and require network operators to take actions in order to block detected anomalous routes [28, 13, 19] .
In this paper, we propose a trusted BGP scheme called TBGP, which aims to use minimal computation cost to achieve BGP security goals. Unlike existing cryptography-based approaches, we do not solely rely on cryptography mechanisms to secure routing. Instead, we propose a set of well-defined route update and withdrawal rules that are enforced by the filters of each BGP router along a routing path. These rules guarantee that route announcements comply with the BGP specification [24] . Thus, the enforcement of these rules provides automatic route authenticity in each router and prevents the spread of forged routes over the Internet. In order to ensure that these rules are not misconfigured or maliciously modified, and hence correctly enforced on each router, TBGP introduces an attestation service running on each router. With this service interface, a neighbor router can challenge this router's current running state, including the integrity of its routing protocol stack, the routing rules, and the attestation service itself. When this attestation verification succeeds, the attesting router has the assurance that the route information it receives from this router is legitimate and follows the routing specification. Thus, the router can use the route information to update its own routing table, or announce it to its neighbors based on the same set of rules. In turn, its routing state and enforced rules can be challenged by other router. Thus, a transitive trust relationship can be built by attesting and verifying only one neighboring router along a routing path. TBGP exploits the transitive trusts among routers to extensively save computation and network resources compared to traditional secure BGP approaches.
The above attestation does not prevent a malicious router from claiming to own a particular AS number and generating forge routes. In order to verify the owner of an AS number and the authorization of using it, each route update is digitally signed by the attestation service upon the successful attestation challenge. A router is authorized to use its own private key to sign any valid announcement only when routes are successfully attested in OUT filters. The signature is then verified by its neighbors via their own attestation service. As the private key is bound with the AS number owned by the router, the attestation process can guarantee the authenticity of announced routes of a benign router.
We implement a prototype to demonstrate the practicality of TBGP, and use commodity techniques to further improve its performance. First, with the advent of Trusted Computing (TC) technologies, we note that TC-enabled chips are equipped in almost all commodity PCs and are ready for embedded systems [7, 15, 20] . Thus, we use this facility to securely store the private keys in each router, and bind the integrity of router software and the correct enforcement of BGP rules with authorized signing operations using the protected keys. Furthermore, we accomplish the verification of prefix originals and AS_PATH with the identity-based signature (IBS) scheme [9] , which eliminates the centralized certificate management infrastructure and the aggregated signatures as in traditional RSA-and DSA-based algorithms. This significantly reduces the overhead of runtime security operations.
Our security analysis shows that TBGP achieves the security requirements of BGP, including AS number authentication, BGP speaker (router) authentication, AS path authentication, and prefix origin authentication. It also effectively prevents data-plane attacks such as traffic attraction attacks [12] by guaranteeing normal BGP execution routines and enforcing route attestation rules in each BGP speaker. In addition, we evaluate the performance of TBGP with both experimental studies and simulations. The experimental studies show that TBGP only introduces by an average of 2-ms delay in route selection and announcement of every route (per-prefix). We then seed the experimental data as the parameters into large scale simulations. Our simulation results show that TBGP has significantly lower performance overhead and resource consumption than existing secure BGP approaches. When compared to prior secure BGP solutions, TBGP has an improvement of at least 1.25 times in convergence time and 9.26 times in memory consumption. This evidently shows that TBGP could be a potential solution for building a trustworthy Internet routing infrastructure.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we introduce the problem statement of BGP security and existing solutions, and the design goals of TBGP. In Section 3, we propose the BGP route rules and attestation algorithms, and present security analysis. The implementation details of our prototype is illustrated in Section 4. Section 5 presents performance evaluation results. Section 6 concludes this paper.
BACKGROUND AND DESIGN GOALS

BGP Security Threats
Current BGP is always under attacks from maliciously misconfigured speakers or intercepted unauthorized BGP sessions, both of which can cause BGP routing anomaly and further Internet disruption. Since BGP speakers fail to verify the origins of BGP announcements, a BGP speaker can announce any prefix that does not belong to its AS. Similarly, a BGP speaker cannot validate the AS path of a received BGP announcement. Thus, the announced route may be invalid and redirect traffic to wrong/malicious destinations. In general, there are two types of attacks in BGP: prefix hijacks and invalid path attacks.
Prefix hijacks include the complete prefix and sub-prefix hijacks. It is easy to carry out complete prefix hijacks on the Internet, but it is relatively hard to detect them. For example, a complete prefix hijack can occur when an AS announces itself as the origin of a prefix that it does not own, and its neighboring ASes then reroute any traffic with corresponding destination to the hijacker. The attack (1) shown in Figure 1 is a complete prefix hijack, in which a malicious speaker in AS 6 announces that AS 6 is the owner of the prefix 12.34.8.0/24 and advertises AS path {6} to AS 4. The subprefix hijack is similar to the complete prefix hijack except that its announced prefix is a subset of another announced prefix. An invalid path attack occurs when the AS path of a BGP announcement includes fake AS numbers. For instance, the attack (2) illustrated in Figure 1 is an invalid path attack, where AS 6 advertises a forged AS path {61} to AS 5 and any traffic to AS 1 is redirected to AS 6 if AS 5 adopts this route. Because BGP is a policy vector routing protocol, it cannot detect relationships between ASes. Therefore, it is also very hard to detect invalid path attacks.
Related Work
Several security-enhanced BGP solutions have been proposed in literature, and they can be classified into two types in general. The first type uses cryptographic algorithms to provide the authentication of ASes and AS_PATHs (i.e., sequences of ASes that represent routes), such as SBGP [21] , SoBGP [31] , psBGP [30] and SPV [18] . The second type is to deploy invalid route detection mechanisms, such as IRV [13] , Listen and Whisper [28] , PGBGP [19] , iSPY [32] and NetReview [16] .
SBGP is the first proposed secure BGP solution [21] , which uses public key infrastructure (PKI) to issue AS and prefix certificates for verification of announced prefixes and AS paths. In SBGP, aggregated signatures are used to guarantee the authenticity and integrity of BGP announcements. For a specific route, different signatures of prefix and AS_PATH are attached in announcements by traversed ASes. To improve the performance of SBGP, S-A and SAS apply cryptographic operation speedup and sequential aggregate signature, respectively [33] . SPV adopts a more efficient cryptographic mechanism [18] . However, these solutions have the drawback of large computation and memory costs. To address these issues, Secure origin BGP (SoBGP) uses a distributed trust model [31] , in which a new BGP message is introduced to deliver certificates. Unfortunately, SoBGP cannot prevent invalid AS path attacks. Pretty secure BGP (psBGP) uses a signed prefix assertion list (PAL) that consists of a number of bindings of AS numbers and (zero or more) IP prefixes [30] . Similar to SBGP and SoBGP, it is difficult to apply psBGP in real application scenarios where customer ASes may obtain IP addresses from different ISPs in a hierarchical way. Shi et al. [27] propose a memory attestation solution (BIND) to attest routes using trusted computing. However, this solution is quite time-and memory-consuming and may exacerbate BGP convergence performance, e.g., there are several communication rounds for encrypting/decrypting message authentication codes and attesting a received route update in a BGP speaker. In summary, these solutions usually need to consume large computation resources and cannot meet the practical requirements of real scenarios. Moreover, they usually cannot prevent data-plane attacks [12] , because they cannot detect the inconsistency between BGP's control-plane (calculated routes) and data-plane (routes to forward packets).
Inter-domain route validation (IRV) [13] introduces an additional route validation service in BGP, through which the authenticity of BGP route information is verified. However, IRV cannot detect forged AS attacks. The Listen and Whisper solution [28] monitors all exchanged route announcements to detect underlying anomalies but offers weaker detection capability [33] . Moreover, Pretty Good BGP (PGBGP) [19] blocks large-scale attacks by delaying the propagation of suspicious routes. Recently, several improved prefix hijack approaches have been proposed. Lad et al. [22] propose an alert system to detect prefix hijacks by detecting the changes of prefix origins. Hu et al. [17] improve the detection accuracy by analyzing conflicts in data-plane footprints. Zhang et al. [32] propose iSPY to detect hijacks by analyzing prefix reachability in prefix owner networks. N-BGP [25] is proposed to build a trusted third party to realize a policy monitor using trusted computing (TC). N-BGP enforces route attestation rules for routing anomaly detection with a BGP monitor, but not in individual BGP speakers. These solutions can be easily deployed on the Internet without modifications to BGP and provide incremental approaches to secure BGP and are orthogonal to cryptography based secure BGP solutions.
Recently, Haeberlen et al. [16] propose NetReview to detect routing anomaly caused by attacks and misconfiguration using fault patterns and checking tamper-evident logs with these patterns in NetReview servers of ASes. In NetReview, routing messages are recorded in a tamper-evident log to analyze anomalous behaviors of BGP routes based on defined fault patterns. In this way, NetReview can detect invalid routes caused by attacks or configuration faults and policy conflicts. However, NetReview does not address the response mechanism to detected faults. Different from NetReview, which detects BGP faults based on fault patterns, TBGP enforces route attestation rules to guarantee normal behaviors of BGP routes. TBGP focuses on the prevention of forged routes caused by unintended or malicious misconfiguration, but does not address detection/prevention of policy conflicts, which we believe can be improved by configuration static analysis [11] .
Design Goals of TBGP
From a security perspective, TBGP seeks to defend against different kinds of BGP attacks and guarantee the availability of BGP routes and normal packet forwarding in the presence of adversaries. We identify the following security goals [30] 1 .
• AS Number Authentication. BGP speakers can verify whether an AS is the real owner of an AS number and is authorized to use the AS number.
• BGP Speaker Authentication. BGP speakers can verify whether a speaker is legal to announce prefixes, so as to guarantee that the BGP speaker is associated with an AS number.
• AS Path Verification. BGP speakers can verify whether the AS_PATH {AS1, AS2, ..., ASn} of a BGP route m for a prefix fi is in the specified order. That is, m is generated from the prefix owner of AS1, and has traversed AS2, · · · , ASn.
• Prefix Origin Authentication. BGP speakers can verify whether an ASn is authorized to generate an IP prefix fi. In order to achieve that, one of the following three conditions should be verified: (1) The prefix fi is indeed held by ASn; or (2) ASn is authorized to be the owner of fi; or (3) ASn is assigned by a set of prefixes Fi and has received another set of prefix Fj, such that fj is aggregated from Fi, Fj, or both, and ∃fj ⊆ fi, where fj ⊆ Fi ∪ Fj.
Furthermore, in order for a secure BGP solution to be practically deployable on the Internet, the following goals should be satisfied.
• Acceptable Performance. A secure BGP solution should introduce minimal performance overhead (e.g., CPU cycles, memory footprint, and communication cost) over ordinary BGP, and does not significantly degrade the performance of a BGP speaker and the convergence performance of BGP.
• Incremental Deployment. A secure BGP solution should be partially deployable without disruption, which means that a subset of entities (e.g., routers, ASes, or ISPs) can deploy the solution without incurring loss of network connectivity.
DESIGN OF TBGP
For clarity, we initially assume that TBGP is fully deployed (i.e., on all participating routers in the network), and the allocation of AS numbers and IP prefixes to ASes is certified by authorities. We will discuss the solutions for efficient cryptographic operations and incremental deployment in later sections.
Overview
Ordinary BGP provides configurable filters called IN filters and OUT filters, which filter incoming and outgoing routes, respectively. With the filters, operators can configure their routers to discard routes that violate certain conditions. Filters are used by providers to ensure that they only accept or announce routes from/to their neighbors. If all providers perform this correctly, the network would be safe from attacks. However, many networks cannot filter violated routes effectively, due to the difficulty to infer the validity of routes from different ISPs. Basically, TBGP is designed to attest routes to check whether they comply with the BGP specification in filters and provide an automatic route filtering mechanism.
In TBGP, a BGP speaker signs a route if it complies with a set of route attestation rules in the OUT filters. By verifying the signatures in the IN filter, a neighboring router can easily know whether the route is valid in terms of BGP specification. With this mechanism, a transitive trust relationship can be built among the routers along a routing path. The root of this trust relies on the prefix own-ers that sign the route with prefix private keys. Each BGP speaker verifies, in its IN filter, the signature piggybacked in a received route update from its neighbor. A successful verification means that the route is attested by the neighbor and is authentic, and the route in Adj-RIB-IN will be updated. The BGP speaker selects the best route for the prefix. If the best route is changed, the BGP speaker announces the selected routes to its neighbors. Before that, the BGP speaker attests the route under propagation according to route attestation rules. A route is signed by the private key of the AS number only if it has been successfully attested, and thus neighbor routers can easily check whether the router is trusted and authenticated by verifying the signature.
To illustrate the idea of TBGP, we refer again to Figure 1 . Suppose AS 1 announces that it is the owner of prefix 12.34.8.0/24. Then R1 is authorized to send the AS PATH of the route {1} signed with its private key. R2 in AS 2 receives the route update and updates it in Adj-RIB-IN for route selection only if it successfully verifies the signature in the IN filter. If the route is selected as the best route to the destination 12.34.8.0/24 in R2, then R2 checks whether the route under propagation complies with the attestation rule. The route is authenticated only if the route is successfully attested. In this example, the AS_PATH of route under propagation is {21}, which prolongs the AS_PATH in the previously received route update. Then, AS 1 and AS 2 build trust between themselves. R2signs the AS PATH using its private key that correspond to the AS number. Similarly, R3, R4, and R5 verify the route in their IN filters and announce the route to their ASes with the correct signature. Thus, AS 1, AS 2, AS 3, AS 4, and AS 5 build a trust relationship for prefix 12.34.8.0/24. Now, the routers in AS 6 cannot launch the prefix hijack attack (see Section 2) by announcing the ownership of the prefix 12.34.8.0/24 because they do not have the correct private keys to sign the routes for the prefix. Similarly, it cannot launch the invalid path attack (see Section 2) by propagating the forged route {61} because the route cannot be successfully attested by AS 5 (assuming that no router is compromised). In Section 4, we will discuss how to prevent forged routes if some routers are compromised.
Thus, TBGP effectively eliminates aggregate signatures of a full AS path in route attestations as in existing cryptography-based secure BGP solutions. The next two subsections explain more details of the route attestation rules and algorithms to build the transitive trust relationships between different ASes/routers.
Route Attestation Rules for TBGP
The trust of a BGP system depends on the expected behavior of each router when selecting and announcing route information. A set of route attestation rules is defined in TBGP, which, if correctly enforced by a router system, can guarantee the authenticity and correctness of its announced information.
For simplicity, in this paper we only consider the attestation rules for eBGP sessions, where we assume an AS only has one BGP speaker. The OUT filter of a BGP speaker checks whether an announced route follows the route attestation rules based on the information in the IN filter. The announcement is signed and further propagated only when it passes the check. A neighboring BGP speaker, upon receiving the announcement, first verifies if it is actually sent by a speaker that owns the AS number. If attestation verification succeeds, then it means the route is trusted, and the announcement is accepted. Thus, these two BGP speakers can build a trust relationship. This happens recursively along an AS_PATH. Thus, there is no need for a BGP speaker to check and verify every hop in the AS_PATH, i.e., prefix verification and AS_PATH verification for all speakers in the path. A neighboring BGP speaker only needs to verify limited information, such as the signature of prefixes or AS but not both. These attestation operations are enforced by a BGP attestation service (see Section 4) . Through the built trust relationship, aggregated signatures are eliminated. Before we introduce the detailed rules, Table 1 gives the symbols used in these rules. 
This rule illustrates that an announcement is valid if and only if (i) fi is the owner of ASn, (ii) or it is a re-announcement after a previous announcement, or (iii) it is an announcement after a previous announcement that does not include valid routes. We note that since a route update triggered by ISP policy changes is similar to that specified by the third condition of this rule, we do not discuss it explicitly. Note that this security rule considers the address aggregation and legal route prepending issues during route propagation. {ASn} + in this rule denotes that it is legal to prepend its own AS number in an AS path.
The first condition in this rule describes that the advertisement speaker in ASn is authorized to announce the prefix if it is the owner of the prefix, and the announced route should only contain itself in the AS Path. For example, AS 1 in Figure 1 is allowed to advertise AS path {1} to its neighbors. The second condition describes that the BGP speaker is allowed to advertise a route if it is a re-advertisement of a previous route and prolongs the AS path with its AS number, or the AS path in the re-advertisement route is a subset of the full AS path which is prolonged by including its AS number 2 . For instance, in Figure 1 , AS 2 advertises the AS path {21}, which is legal if the AS path in the previously received route update from AS 1 is {1}. Suppose that AS 3 receives the AS path {21} for the destination 12.34.8.0/24 and receives the AS path {2n} (for some AS number n) for prefix 12.34.9.0/24 in the route from AS 2. The announced route whose AS path is {21} for prefix 12.34.0.0/20 is allowed because it is the intersection of these two prefixes, and thus it is a legal route aggregation based on the second condition.
The third condition describes the situation that the announced route is legal if the route under propagation is the union of a record in previous received route updates after receiving a route withdrawal and a route announcement whose AS path including itself. For example, assuming that the link between AS 2 and AS 3 in Figure 1 fails, AS 3 then withdraws the route to AS 5. Since AS 5 has received a route update with AS_PATH {421}, which is recorded in the attestation service, the route attestation rule allows AS 5 to advertise the route with AS_PATH {5421} to its neighbor ASes. If AS 5 advertises a route whose AS path is not recorded, then the route under propagation is regarded as a forged one and dropped. In addition, if a BGP speaker receives a route containing its own AS number, e.g., the route oscillation cases discussed in [14] 
Similarly, this rule describes that a route withdrawal is allowed if and only if fi is the owner of ASn or there is no available route record for prefix fi in the attestation service. For example, assuming that the link between AS 1 and AS 2 fails in Figure 1 , AS 2 does not have an available route to AS 1. Then, the BGP speaker in AS 2 is allowed to send route withdrawals to AS 3 and AS 4.
Trust Establishment
The above route attestation rules guarantee the validation of BGP announcements if they are really enforced on each router. We give the detailed algorithms to verify this via attestation service in the IN and OUT filters of a BGP speaker. As aforementioned, when a BGP speaker in AS 1 receives an announcement, it is firstly checked and verified by the attestation service in the IN filter. Algorithm 1 shows the algorithm of the attestation service in the IN filter. If the received announcement is sent by the owner of a prefix, then the prefix string will be used to verify the signature. As shown in Figure 2 , through verification, the identity of the originating BGP speaker in AS 1 and the ownership of the prefix are validated in AS 2. This is the first level of a trust relationship for prefix 12.34.8.0/24. If the announcement is propagated to AS 3 by a delegated BGP speaker in AS 2, then we need to verify whether the speaker of AS 2 is authorized to propagate this route. Thus, the AS number of AS 2 is used to verify whether the BGP speaker is an authentic owner of AS 2. If the announcement is verified in the IN filter of AS 3, then then AS 3 can trust the announcement because the successful verification means that the received AS_PATH is composed with previous consecutive trusted ASes. Thus, the received route should be updated as an active record and stored in the route database for further attestation by the OUT filter. Similarly, AS 4 can build trust with AS 2 by verifying the announcement. After a BGP speaker completes a route selection process, the chosen route is further propagated if there is a change in the route. The route announcement will be checked in the OUT filter. Algorithm 2 shows the attestation algorithm in the OUT filter. First, the active record R of the route record updated in the IN filter, which triggers the route re-computation, is located. If the record does not exist or does not match a received route, which means that the route is sent by the owner or the route update follows a received route not including a valid AS path, then all the records of the prefix are fetched from the route database. Then the attestation service checks whether the announcement is allowed based on the route attestation rules. If the announcement is legal, then it will be signed and sent to the neighboring speaker. The signature is either based on the private key of fi (i.e., sQID f i ) if the AS is the owner of fi, or based on the private key of ASn (i.e., sQID ASn ) otherwise. As Figure 2 shows, after AS 3 and AS 4 successfully attest the route in OUT filters, the trust relationship will be extended to AS 5 if it adopts the route. With these algorithms, the validity of BGP announcements is guaranteed by enforcing verifications and route attestations in the IN/OUT filters of BGP speakers. That is, the identity of a BGP speaker is verified and its route authenticity is guaranteed by the route attestation rules, through which different speakers build a transitive trust relationship. Specifically, when a BGP speaker in ASy receives a route update of a prefix with the correct signature from a speaker in ASx (i.e., the route update is attested by ASx itself), it attests the route update by verifying the signature and puts this route in Adj-RIB-IN for future route selection. Thus, ASx and ASy build trust between them for this prefix. Similarly, if the route for this prefix is adopted and further propagated to ASy's neighbors {AS k ,...ASn}, the update is attested in the OUT filter of ASy speaker and then is signed by its private key. Thus, all ASes can build trust with each other, and the trust relationship is transitive by signing/verifying signatures and enforcing the rules in the IN and OUT filters. For example, as shown in Figure 2 , the second level of the trust relationship among ASes 1, 2 and 3 is built if AS 1 attests the route in the OUT filter and ASes 2 and 3 successfully verify the route in their IN filter. Similarly, the third level trust relationship is built among ASes 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 if AS 3 and 4 attest the route in their OUT filters and AS 5 verify it in its IN filter. Any forged routes cannot be successfully attested by the attestation service. That is, an AS can trust routes from neighbor ASes if and only if the routes are verified, which means that the routes are strictly attested by neighbor ASes themselves. Therefore, TBGP can effectively defend against forged BGP routes no matter whether they are generated by configuration errors or malicious attacks. Each AS only needs to attest route updates with the keys of the last hop and does not need to attest them with every hop information. We can prove that TBGP achieves the following four security goals: AS number authentication, BGP speaker authentication, AS path authentication, and prefix origin authentication. In the interest of space, we refer readers to [23] .
PROTOTYPE IMPLEMENTATION
We implement a prototype of TBGP and demonstrate its practices. Our prototype solves the following two questions which are important for real deployment on the Internet: 1) How to reduce the complexity of cryptographic operations in TBGP? Is it possible to eliminate distribution and management of thousands of public keys in traditional secure BGP proposals?
2) How to realize a tamper-resistant TBGP such that it can guarantee the integrity execution of route attestation algorithms and rules, and thus preserve the consistency of routing control-and data-plane? In other words, can we ensure that a TBGP router cannot pretend to be a trusted one if the system is compromised, e.g., the route attestation service is disabled or routing control-and data-plane are not consistent?
Our TBGP solution is built on two existing key techniques: identitybased signature (IBS) and trusted computing (TC). In this section, we present three primitive functions used in TBGP based on these two techniques: (i) secure storage of BGP keys, (ii) signing/verifying BGP announcements, and (iii) BGP attestation service.
Preliminaries
Identity-Based Signature Algorithm Identity-based cryptography (IBC), which is an alternative to the traditional certificate-based public key cryptography, uses user identity information (e.g., email address) as the public key [26] . The private key in an IBC system is generated by a private key generator (PKG) according to the user identity information. IBC is firstly designed by Shamir and resolves the problem of key storage and management in certificatebased cryptographic algorithms. IBC includes identity-based encryption (IBE) and identity-based signature (IBS) algorithms [26] . In our implementation of TBGP, we use IBS to verify and validate announced prefix and AS_PATH. Specifically, an IBS system consists of four basic algorithms: Setup algorithm generates a set of public system parameters and private master secret; Extract algorithm extracts the private key corresponding to a given public key, which takes the system parameter, the master secret, and the public key (a public ID) as inputs; Sign algorithm returns the signature of a given message using the system parameters, a private key, and the message as inputs; Verify algorithm uses the system parameters and an ID to check whether a signature is valid, i.e., the message is signed with the corresponding private key and is not altered. With IBS, TBGP routers do not need to obtain different public keys before route attestation in advance. Thus, TBGP eliminates the centralized certificate distribution and storage, and reduces the complexity of security operations.
As an example, suppose that Alice wants to send a message to Bob who wants to verify the message signature. First, both Alice and Bob need to retrieve the system parameters and their respective private keys, which are generated by a private key generator (PKG) with the Setup and Extract algorithms, along with their respective public IDs. After this, Alice then signs the message with the Sign algorithm. After receiving the message from Alice, Bob does not need to retrieve Alice's public key, which usually takes place in conventional certificate-based public key algorithms. Instead, Bob simply verifies the message with Alice's ID and checks whether the signature is valid with the Verify algorithm.
Trusted Computing The Trusted Computing Group (TCG) [5] has defined a set of hardware and software specifications for Trusted Computing (TC) technologies. The root-of-trust of the TCG architecture is the Trusted Platform Module (TPM), a discrete chip which performs certain cryptographic functions and provides secure storage. TPM provides secure storage for high level applications and services, which is leveraged by TBGP to protect IBS private keys and guarantees that a signature can only be generated when a BGP routine is correctly executed and route attestation rules (cf. Section 3.2) are enforced without disabled or maliciously modified. Specifically, a router receives a private key from a PKG and seals (encrypts) it with a key protected by its TPM when it joins the Internet. When generating a signature, the TPM unseals (decrypts) this key only when certain configurations of the system can be identified, which are represented by Platform Configuration Registers (PCRs) inside the TPM. Through this mechanism, the private key is always protected, the resulting signature is guaranteed to be signed by the proper private key, and the signature is signed only under known good platform state, e.g., the integrity of the attestation service and rules is maintained.
Remote attestation is another important TC mechanism used by TBGP. When a router initially joins the Internet, in order to get permissions to announce routes, it needs to get its private keys. For this purpose, its platform should be attested by the authorities before the router provides its routing service. The TPM on the router signs the value of system state and sends it to an authority, which verifies if the current platform is in a good state. Upon successful verification, the authority releases corresponding private keys to the router, which in turn seals them with TPM. This guarantees that a private secret is only released to a good router. Once private keys are achieved in a router, TPM protects the keys locally. Combined with the secure storage mechanism above, a protected key is only available for signing when the system is in the same good state as when the key is retrieved and installed. Thus, it lays the foundation for trust establishment between BGP speakers, which is the prerequisite to ensure that route attestation rules are enforced in TBGP.
Primitive Functions of TBGP
TBGP leverages three core mechanisms to achieve the security goals: secure storage of BGP keys, signing/verifying BGP announcements, and BGP attestation service. These mechanisms jointly provide the functions of route attestation. Before introducing the details, we assume that BGP speakers in TBGP are equipped with TCG-compatible TPM chips for key storage and the attestation of the BGP process and route attestation rules. Several designs of TPM for embedded systems have been proposed [7, 5] . Alternatively, secure software TPM (swTPM) [4] , a kernel module in the router OS, can be used if hardware TPM is not available. Secure Storage of BGP Keys The secure storage mechanism in TBGP is realized by directly applying the secure storage primitive provided by TPM. In TBGP, all sealed keys can be unsealed from TPM and used by the BGP attestation service only when the BGP system running on a router is not maliciously changed. In general, TPM in a BGP speaker seals private keys sQID, which includes sQID f i corresponding to its owned prefixes, and sQID ASn corresponding to AS number ASn. In TBGP, similar to traditional BGP security solutions [21, 30, 18] , we also assume some trusted address assignment authorities, such as ICANN and IANA, and other trusted delegation organizations act as PKGs to generate and distribute private keys and public parameters to routers before they are deployed on the Internet. Note that, for the strong security purpose, address assignment authorities should collaborate with router vendors who provide fingerprints of different BGP softwares with route attestation rules to accurately attest BGP systems before assigning private keys. Once a router obtains its private keys, all keys are sealed into the TPM. Above three steps in setup stage are illustrated in Figure 3 .
When a BGP router is in a good state, all the keys can be unsealed for later signing operations. The good state means that the values represent the expected software runtime of the router, e.g., identical to the values when the keys are sealed. That is, the BGP system is not compromised and the security configurations of TBGP are not maliciously changed. Thus, we have the assurance that: 1) announced routes to neighbors are identified to be used for forwarding packets, which guarantee the consistency of control and data planes; 2) the route attestation rules of TBGP are well enforced during the runtime of a BGP system and are not changed/disabled by its operators. All these are checked during router bootstrapping (cf. Section 4.2). To preserve a good runtime environment, several runtime protection mechanisms can be used, such as ARM TrustZone, Intel's Trusted Execution Technology and AMD's Pacifica technology [15] , which are out of the scope of this paper. Signing/Verifying BGP Updates In TBGP, all outgoing BGP updates (i.e., the routes that a router propagates to others) need to be signed by the router, and all incoming BGP updates (i.e., the routes that a router receives from others) need to be verified by the router before adopting them. The signing/verifying operations include the prefixes and AS_PATH of an announcement. Figure 3 shows the work flow of these operations with IBS. After obtaining the keys and system parameters of IBS, a BGP speaker A signs an announced route using its keys associated with its owned prefix (if the prefix is owned) or its AS number (if the prefix is not owned), and a neighbor speaker B verifies the received announcement using the corresponding public key of speaker A (e.g., the ID string corresponding to the prefix keys or AS keys in the signing procedure). Speaker B can easily determine which string to use to verify the announcement because the prefix and AS public keys are denoted in the BGP update. For example, if speaker B receives a prefix announcement from speaker A, then it uses the AS number ID of speaker A to verify the signature of the announcement. Thus, the public key distribution and management problem in PKI-based BGP schemes is well eliminated in TBGP. If the signature verification fails, speaker B drops the announcement. As aforementioned, a successful signature verification by speaker B implies that the announcement is signed with speaker A's appropriate private key within a good BGP runtime system, i.e., the route attestation rules are correctly enforced by speaker A. To prevent route replay attacks, speaker A also signs route announcement with a timestamp. BGP Attestation Service The attestation service in TBGP provides interfaces for verifying and attesting BGP updates by a BGP speaker, and provides the mechanism to verify if route attestation rules are enforced by the speaker. Through this, transitive trust relationships can be built between BGP speakers. Basically, there are three major interfaces for BGP speakers: service initialization, validation in the BGP ingress filter (IN filter), and validation in the BGP egress filter (OUT filter). The interfaces are shown in Figure 4 and the attestation algorithms are discussed in Section 3. The BGP attestation service initialization is invoked by a router system during its bootstrap phase after the integrity of the BGP system, including the BGP software and the route attestation rules, are validated by the trusted components on the platform built upon TPM. This interface requires two parameters: the hash values of BGP routing system and the route attestation rules. Note that different routers from different router vendors have different BGP system releases and thus different hash values. If these two parameters are not tampered, then the routing system can be launched successfully. Otherwise, it quits directly. After the BGP system is launched, all these parameters are reported into PCRs of its TPM. After this, the BGP system and attestation service can use private keys sealed by the TPM. The procedure is discussed in Section 4.1. If the attestation service is disabled, the BGP system cannot achieve the private keys and thus is unable to sign any route update. We will demonstrate this in Section 4.3. The IN filter and OUT filter interfaces in TBGP are placed in the same places as those in existing BGP protocol on a router [24] ; that is, they are invoked after receiving BGP updates and before sending BGP updates, respectively. When a speaker receives a BGP update, its attestation service verifies and validates the prefix string or AS number in the announcement in the IN filter of BGP protocol. If the verification fails, the announcement is dropped; If the verification succeeds, the attestation service will record the route information for later route attestation 3 . After BGP route selection process completes, the speaker may announce updated routes to neighbors. In the OUT filter, the attestation service is invoked again, which first locates the recorded route information corresponding to routing re-computation, and checks whether the announced routes comply with route attestation rules together with the located information. The outgoing routes are dropped when they do not comply with the route attestation rules, e.g., they are tampered by network operators.
Interface of BGP Attestation Service
Prototype Implementation
We implemented the TBGP in Zebra BGP daemon [1] with software TPM [4] . We use the IBS implementation in MIRACL cryptographic library from Shamus Software [2] . Our prototype implements three primitive functions described above using less than 3,000 lines of C codes.
In TBGP, if the BGP process is tampered, it cannot achieve the private keys from TPM, although it still can be booted and executed. This ensures that all route updates cannot be signed no matter whether they comply with attestation rules or not. If key unsealing succeeds, the BGP attestation service obtains private keys and attests route updates received (sent) from (to) neighbors in the IN (OUT) filter. The route updates are also signed and verified in IN and OUT filters if they are successfully attested.
In many existing BGP solutions, data-plane attacks [12] can be launched by modifying the records in Adj-RIBs-OUT and hence making the records in Local RIB and Adj-RIBs-IN inconsistent. Since the BGP process is attested with TPM and the consistency between a router's control-plane and data-plane can be attested and verified by its neighbors, any tampered BGP process whose records in the control-and data-plane are not consistent will be unable to announce routes with correct signatures, and hence the routes announced by them will not be adopted by their neighbors. Thus, data-plane attacks can be prevented in TBGP.
PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
We use both experiments and simulations to evaluate the performance of TBGP. The simulated and experimental networks have one BGP speaker for each AS. We believe it is reasonable and sufficient for performance study because most secure BGP schemes focus on inter-AS communications.
For our experiments, we deploy our TBGP prototype in three Linux-2.6.21 machines which have Pentium 4 1.7GHz CPU and 1GB memory and form a topology of 3 ASes shown in Figure 5 . ASes 1 and 2 have a peering link, and ASes 2 and 3 have a peering link. We only configure different number of prefixes in AS 1, and AS 2 only forwards the learned route to AS 3. We study the overhead of different operations in TBGP: 1) update sending operations: the duration between the time when routes are selected as the best route and the time they are sent out to neighbors; 2) update reception operations: the duration between the time when route updates are received and the time they are selected as the best route; 3) entire operations: the duration between the time when route updates are received and the time they are sent out to neighbors. We evaluate the overhead in update sending in AS 1, the overhead in overall update process in AS 2, and the overhead in update reception in AS 3. We further simulate TBGP to study its performance in large scale networks. Similar to most of the previous BGP proposals (e.g., [33] ), we use SSFNet [3] , which is an event-driven simulator, and provides basic process model of BGP [3] . The experimental performance is seeded into simulations as the parameters. We use four different scales of AS-level topologies with 10, 29, 110, and 208 ASes, respectively (the later three topologies provided by BJ Premore [3] are generated from real BGP routing tables and used in most of BGP simulations [33, 29] ). In our simulations, we compare TBGP with different variants of SBGP schemes, ordinary SBGP, SBGP with cryptographic operation speedup (S-A) [33] , and SBGP with sequential aggregate signature (SAS) [33] . The performance of cryptographic operations in these existing schemes is measured with standard Digital Signature Algorithm(DSA) [33] . Since SPV improves the convergence performance with the cost of memory consumption for cryptographic key storage and is similar to S-A [33], we do not evaluate it in our simulation.
Experimental Data
Firstly, we evaluate the overhead introduced by key unsealing during BGP bootstrapping. Figure 6 shows that TBGP has about 33% delay in bootstrapping. Since it is only one-time operation, the overhead is acceptable. Furthermore, we evaluate the performance of 512 bits IBS algorithms in TBGP. The execution time of signing and verifying operation with IBS is about 4ms and 50ms, respectively. The overall overhead is similar to that of the RSA and DSA algorithms [2] . Figure 6 : TBGP only introduces 33% delay in BGP bootstrapping, and the overhead is acceptable because bootstrapping is an one-time operation and does not impact the performance of routing selections.
The processing overhead in TBGP is introduced by route attestations. We evaluate the processing overhead of TBGP with different number of announced prefixes. All overheads increase with the increases of the number of announced prefixes. If we only announce 1 prefix in AS 1, the overall process time in ordinary BGP is 0.2 ms, and the overheads in update sending, update reception and entire operations are 0.009 ms, 2.2 ms, and 2.4 ms, respectively; if we announce 100 prefixes in AS 1, the overall process time per prefix in ordinary BGP is 0.16 ms, and the overheads in update sending, update reception and entire operations per prefix in TBGP are about 2.1 ms. Figure 7 shows the ratio of processing overhead in TBGP over ordinary BGP. TBGP introduces 6% overhead in update reception, 35 times overhead in update sending, and 11 times overhead in entire operations in 1 announced prefix. It introduces about 13 times overhead in three different operations with other different number of announced prefixes. In the next subsection, we will study whether the processing overhead affects the performance of BGP routing (c.f., Figure 8 ). 
Simulation Results
It is not surprising that TBGP introduces communication and processing overheads compared to ordinary BGP, as it consumes CPU resources to perform IBS signing and verifying operations, which are the major causes influencing the BGP convergence performance. To explore these aspects, we simulate with 512 bits IBS algorithms and model running times in Section 5.1. We evaluate the routing convergence time of our simulation, which considers all the overheads introduced in TBGP route computation and selection, and is frequently used to evaluate computation overheads in literature. Figure 8 shows the impact of TBGP on convergence time, compared with the ordinary BGP. In these four different topologies, TBGP has 7%, 10%, 4%, and 0% extra convergence time compared to ordinary BGP, respectively. Especially, TBGP does not introduce extra convergence delay in large-scale topologies, such as the 208 ASes topology, because the MRAI timer [24] of 30 seconds becomes the major cause of convergence delay. Compared with SBGP, whose convergence time is over 200% larger than that in ordinary BGP [33] , TBGP achieves much better performance. Figure 9 shows the impact of TBGP on the increase ratio of convergence time with the 110 ASes topology. TBGP only increases 4% convergence delay and achieves much better routing performance over SBGP and other variants of SBGP. For instance, the convergence performance in SBGP increases over 2 times of convergence delay, S-A introduces 9% extra convergence delay, and SAS increases over 3 times at the cost of increased memory consumption. Compared to SBGP, S-A and SAS, TBGP has 56.5, 1.25 and 75 times improvements in convergence time, respectively. The performance result is rational because only one signing and verifying operation is involved in a BGP speaker to attest a route in TBGP, while other secure BGP schemes need several times to verify a route. The overhead of message signature in TBGP is reduced from O(n) in SBGP to O (1) where n is the length of an AS_PATH. Note that to verify a received route update in these schemes, the time of signature verification is super-linear to the length of AS_PATH. Figure 10 shows the impact of TBGP on message size and memory costs with 110 ASes topology. The baseline of average announcement message and memory cost in our experiment is 36.09 bytes and 9 KB [33] , respectively. On average, the message size increase in SBGP is more than 763% and that in TBGP is only about 96%. Compared to S-A and SAS, TBGP still achieves much better performance. For example, the message size of BGP updates in S-A and SAS is 19.69 and 9.82 times larger than that in TBGP, respectively. Furthermore, TBGP has significant improvement in memory consumption. As illustrated, the SBGP scheme consumes additional 1140% of memory to cache routes and their signatures, but TBGP only requires about 1.1 times more memory to cache routes and has a 9.26 times improvement over sBGP. Similarly, memory consumption in S-A and SAS is about 130% larger than that in TBGP. The reason behind the low cost is that TBGP does not require caching received route signatures for further propagation thus eliminates the storage complexity of O(n 2 ) in SBGP.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose TBGP, a lightweight secure BGP solution to prevent BGP routing attacks. In TBGP, route attestation algorithms are proposed to simplify route attestations and build a trusted Internet routing infrastructure. With these algorithms, a set of route attestation rules is strictly enforced in each router and thus aggregated signatures are eliminated without sacrificing the security of BGP. Our prototype leverages the trusted computing (TC) technology to build transitive trust relationships between BGP speakers, and the identity-based signature (IBS) algorithm to sign/verify BGP routes and reduce the complexity of security operations in existing secure BGP solutions. Our performance study shows that TBGP has significantly better convergence performance and lower resource cost than traditional solutions.
